A New Chapter for the Friends and Foundation

The year 2022 saw the launch of the Pacific Grove Public Library Friends and Foundation, bringing the Friends and Foundation together in one organization. We are stronger than ever, maximizing support for the Pacific Grove Public Library by combining assets, meeting needs and creating opportunities in partnership with the City of Pacific Grove.

The Board and I are excited to share the highlights of 2022 with you – our valued members, donors and supporters. Together we supported the Library with books and materials, programs for all ages and enhanced services beyond what the City can provide. Your memberships, donations and volunteer hours are an important investment in our welcoming renewed Library - keeping the joy of reading and lifelong learning freely available for all.

None of these successes in our Annual Report would be possible without you.

Thank you!
Kim Bai, President, Pacific Grove Public Library Friends and Foundation

2022 Highlights

- $25,206 raised for the Library, including $17,601 from Book Store sales, $2,364 from Dine Out donations, $4,765 from the Buy A Book campaign and $476 from donations at events.

Pacific Grove Public Library Friends and Foundation

2022 Financial Report

- 108,699 Physical Items and 27,985 Digital Items were circulated by the Library — The Friends and Foundation annually donate $40,000 to the Library Book Fund for new books, audio books, magazines and other materials.

National Poetry Month and Fall Series Programs attended by 605 patrons — Sponsorship of National Poetry Month speakers and events in April, 2022 and the Renaissance: Remember, Rise and Revitalize Fall Series, including a juried art exhibit and poetry, music and dance events.

Volunteers — 112 Friends and Foundation volunteers support Library events throughout the year, Monday-Friday shifts at the Friends & Foundation Book Store and First Saturday Book Sales; help maintain the Library garden; support a lending library at The Meals on Wheels Community Center; manage the Dine Out program; publish and distribute our newsletter; maintain our website and social media sites; coordinate the Friends Book Club; and serve as Board members.
Thank You for Supporting the Pacific Grove Public Library

Gifts made to the PGFL Friends and Foundation January 1 – December 31, 2022

Includes Donations to Campaigns and Appeals & Gifts from Individual and Business Donors

LEGACY SOCIETY MEMBERS
Lisa Bennett and Rob White
Jennifer and Alan Davis
Ed Cavaliere
Shawn Lewis – Hauk Gallery
Kathleen and John Kirtley
Milt Picker – Monterey Bay Foundation
Erasmo Morris Estate
Nunzio di Donato
Fred Page and Elyse Sesma
Ils Li, Runa Living Trust
Kelv Solomon
Mary Ann and Whittem

LIFE MEMBERS
Judy and Tom Archibald
Susan and David Marquis
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Huff
Ron Gibler
Larry Gaber
Jessie Bray
Frank Bassett, naturalist and bibliophile
Mary Ann and Ben Whitten
Susan Clark
Jim Cribbs and Nancy Carnathan-Cribbs
Anabelle Pickers
Reta Lockert
Ellen Gill Pastore
Renaissance Charitable Foundation
Ellen Jahn
Dolores Getz
Chris and Lore Bohrman
Courtni Wright
Bev Williams
Sue Rideout
Bertram A. Quelch
Bobbie Morrison
James and Michael Ann Mitchell
Christie Monson
Moroh and Charles Chris
Bobbi Morrison
Noonen and Dan Donat
Lowell and Wilda Northrop
Bill and Sheila Donovan
Bernie and Dorothy Dickson
Ron and Eleanor Contreras
Mike Kania and Brenda Laidlaw
Stephen Zampino

IN MEMORY OF
Justin, Rachael, Estella and Ada Galindo
Chris and Lore Bohrman
Dolores Getz
Betty and J. Michael Sproule
Karen Allen
Ellen Jahn
Katharine Brant
Dorothy Enroth
Annabelle Pickers
Nancy and Ben Whitten
Bev Williams
Joyce and Tom With
Courtis Wright

IN HONOR OF
Austin, Rachel, Estella and Ada Galindo
Brian Edwards
Carol Drainudel and Michael Sproule
Diane and John Phillips
Jennifer Bicket and Allen Davis
Jennifer Spencer
Carl Alasko - Il Vecchio (Dine Out)
Joe Amelio
Sarah Diehl and Clay Moltz
Roger Dolan
Bill Bruffey and Patricia Eastman

$100 to $499
Mary and Jeff Zischke
Ron and Eleanor Contreras
Susan Clark
Gordon and Elizabeth Campbell
Linda of Dolley Davis
Rob and Dorothy Ratcliff
Susan Steele
Betty Gibb
Karla Hon
Brian Edwards
Carol Bishop
Mary and Jeff Zischke
Gail Griffin
Eliot Ruchowitz-Roberts
Betty and J. Michael Sproule
Jeff Robinson
Linde and Richard A. Falco
David Morris

$500 to $999
William Connolly
Laurie Garvey
Margaret Gasen and Bob Kaplan
Betsy Greer
Randy Gates
Michael Collins
Diana and William Goddard
Robert and Patricia Riggs
Glynn and Anthony Greenwood
Mary and Jeff Zischke
Barbara and Virginia Haggerty
Peggy and Spence Haggerty
Lori Hnat and Duane Edgington

$1,000 to $4,999
Lisa Vallejos
Sarah Le Torre
Lisa Maddalena
Lisa Givens
Linda and Brian James
Ria Barrios
Tori Dole

$5,000 to $9,999
Gordy and Malinda Clark
John and Mary Thatcher
Lisa Givens
Barbara and Edward Dickinson

$10,000 to $20,000
G K. Eisenhauer
Barbara and Edward Dickinson

$25,000 and over
Joseph Malone
St. Francis Alumni Mothers Book Club

Thank You for Supporting the Pacific Grove Public Library